A series of one-locus genetic models involving the combined effects of artificial and natural selection forces are analyzed. Other factors incorporated in this work include the influence of the imposed or inherent mating system, the relevance of timing in application of the two types of selection forces, the importance of multiallelism and dominance relations.
INTRODUCTION
This paper investigates the consequences of implementing certain specific artificial selection programs on populations taking due account of some natural genetic and ecological forces. A series of culling procedures and models have been examined in considerable detail, and a number of qualitative and quantitative conclusions were drawn. The basic population is taken to be large, effectively of infinite size, characterized by a single locus involving two alleles (or several alleles, in Section 4), and the three genotypes aa, Au, and AA. In the companion paper, the models are extended to deal with the corresponding more important cases of traits determined by several loci where the further factors of reoombination and epistasis are pertinent.
The developments of this paper are a pre-requisite for understanding the findings on the multiloci models (see Karlin and Carmelli (1975) ).
With each genotype is associated a phenotypic value. The artifical selection program calls for culling the inferior phenotypes, those of smallest value up to the extent that a fixed fraction of the population is removed. The surviving parents are then mated to produce the next generation. The program was repeated over several generations. Its progress was evaluated with the principal emphasis on understanding the balancing properties of natural versus artificial selection forces, the influence of the mating system, the consequences of dominance relations, multiple alleles, and age effects.
The fraction of the population removed is referred to as the degree (order or rate) of culling and is characterized by a single parameter c, (0 < c < 1) (note that unlike most discussions of artifical selection the fraction y of the population kept is the parameter, whereas in the present work the fraction culled c = 1 -y will be featured. This is, of course, just a change of notation).
It is worth underscoring the basic difference between artificial and natural selection. Artificial selection is always frequency dependent since the actual types removed (or killed) depend on their frequency in the population, whereas natural selection is usually assumed to be potent individually. Accordingly, these works can also be regarded as a contribution in understanding, the coupled effects due to two forms of selection pressures, that of a form of frequency dependent and viability selection.
We will concentrate in these studies on four main culling schemes:
(1) directional culling in favor of the dominant or the recessive, (2) stabilizing culling with advantage for the heterozygotes, (3) centripetal culling, eliminating in a symmetrical way the extreme phenotypes and favoring the intermediates, and (4) centrifugal or disruptive culling favoring the homozygotes symmetrically.
All these forms of culling are relevant to some circumstances of laboratory and field populations. We refer the reader to the survey article by Spiess (1962) and especially to the sections on modes and response to selection for more background discussion and extensive references. In the body of the text (mostly in pictorial form) results will be reported for each culling scheme. The final section contains a summary and overview of the general implications and interpretations of our findings.
Artificial selection schemes have been used to improve species, varieties, yields, etc. A common selection scheme, truncation selection, involves a threshold criterion where all individuals exceeding a certain phenotypic value are selected as parents from which the next generation is produced. The use of truncation selection over several generations frequently leads to a "plateau", i.e., a poly-morphic state exhibiting virtually no further improvement of the average phenotypic level. Breeders confronted withthis phenomena attempt tocircumvent and/or overcome the "plateau" with devices such as artificially induced changes in the environment, employment of hybridization practices, mixing selection schemes, etc. In some experiments improvement of the phenotype still continued even after 50 generations (e.g., Woodworth, Lengs, and Jugenheimer (1952) ), while in a number of other truncation selection programs the average phenotypic level diminished rather than increased, (e.g., Dickerson (1955) ). Verbal analyses attempting to explain these phenomena can be found in Lerner (1954 ), Lush (1949 and elsewhere.
Much of the existing theory is concerned with the consequences of artificial selection without taking into account other effects, e.g., natural selection forces or the influence of the inherent or imposed mating system. The quantitative theory concerned with truncation selection, also referred to as the Falconer model, was put in a more formal setting by Griffing (1960) although many authors had earlier carried out analogous computations. Griffing considered an infinite population involving multiallele traits determined at one or two loci and computed changes over successive generations of gene and/or chromosome frequencies as well as the mean genotypic rate of advance. Robertson (1960 , 1962 ), Hill (1969 ), and Hill and Robertson (1966 mostly concentrate on the effects of finite population size and specifications of initial sample conditions. Both the explicit and implicit assumptions underlying the Falconer model and many of these later studies are vague and restrictive, e.g., the phenotypic values are assumed to follow a normal distribution having a large common variance for all phenotypes; the same selection changes are invoked over successive generations ignoring the frequency-dependent effects of the artificial selection program; the methodology in many cases involves a juxtaposition of stochastic and deterministic arguments, whose justificiations and rationale are unclear.
Haldane (1961) introduced an infinite population model of a trait determined at a single locus with artificial selection exercised in the form of culling. It is possible to interpret Haldane's selection scheme as appropriate for some discrete or dichotomous (e.g., all or none) characters, controlled at one locus including cases of disease resistance, color pattern, the + or -functioning of a specific enzyme activity, etc. He assumed that generations are nonoverlapping and in each generation in accordance with some defined objective, a fixed proportion c of the population is removed, i.e., culled by the breeder. Haldane succeeded in estimating the number of generations required to achieve a prescribed phenotypic level. Pollak (1966) extended Haldane's set-up to a culling procedure for a special two-sex model with culling favoring the heterozygote. The investigations in this work use the Haldane-Pollak models as a point of departure integrating the following evolutionary forces.
1. Natural selection forces. Th e natural selection pressures as expressed through differential viability parameters, will usually be assumed to operate in the opposite direction to the culling incline, or in the form of heterozygote advantage. The latter assumption corresponds to the multitude of phenomena where the locus in question is pleiotropic.
2. The influence of the mating systems. We will deal principally with three forms of mating patterns: random mating, selfing, and assortative mating. One problem is to determine whether the mating structure interacts with the artificial selection program in any essential way.
3. Influence of the dominance of a gene. Dominance is widely manifest for discrete and dichotomous characters (e.g., in color pattern, disease resistance). The problem is to ascertain its significance in the artificial selection process.
4. Age effects. There may be different consequences for the population dynamics according to whether culling is performed on newborns (the young) prior to the action of viability selection, or whether culling is performed on adults following viability selection.
Method of Analysis
In order to evaluate and interpret the effects of the factors listed above, it is essential to uncover a complete picture of the equilibria and dynamic structure of the changes of genotype frequencies for each specified artificial selection program.
The following standard quantities of interest will be calculated in certain cases: (i) the number of generations needed to achieve a certain level of phenotypic value; (ii) Selection advance, i.e., the change in the mean phenotypic value over successive generations. Estimates can be made of the consequences of a prescribed degree of culling on the rate of advance; (iii) rate of convergence to the equilibrium point which give a measure of the duration until a plateau or fixation is attained; (iv) ascertainment of the minimum culling rate guaranteeing the attainment of a prescribed phenotypic level; and (v) realized heritability as a function of culling rates and fitness parameters (see Section 5 for its definition in the present context). Table I provides a concise representation of the types of models considered.
There is interest and value in the analysis of these models for several reasons and we dwell on some of them. There are, indeed, many traits controlled principally, at one, two or few loci (sometimes also involving several modifier loci with small effects) on which artificial selection programs are implemented. These include cases of disease resistance in plant populations, for example, resistance to Blue Mold in tobacco (this is a 99% natural selfer), rust resistance in wheat (usually a dominant trait) (Morris, 1973) , and resistance vs susceptibility to (Nilan, 1971) . Also flower color is sometimes a one-or twolocus trait usually involving several alleles; coat color in many mammals involve often a few key loci (Searle, 1968) , etc. Culling favoring a dominant character for many cases is a common practice (e.g., in the attempt to achieve disease resistance). Nevertheless, it is sometimes, preferred, on balance, to cull in favor of the heterozygote, attaining simultaneously the dominant trait and some other pleiotropic advantage even at the expense of producing a proportion of the weak recessive progeny. For this concept Models IV and V may be relevant. Cases of artificial centripetal selection and their justification are discussed by Latter (1970 Latter ( , 1972 , Thoday (1958) and Spiess (1962) .
A situation of culling favoring intermediate values or several optima often arises in breeding certain crops (e.g., tomatoes) where uniform size is preferred because of marketing policies and field-machine collection techniques.
The study of different kinds of mating patterns, including assortative and selfing besides random mating, occur either on a natural basis and/or may offer devices for achieving more rapidly the preferred type. We are not aware to date of any theoretical investigation on artificial selection schemes which attempt to take account of nonrandom mating structure.
There are many examples of natural, especially plant populations where the homozygotes carry fitness advantage over the heterozygote attributable to microenvironmental adaptations. The Models IV and V may be relevant in these latter cases. Generally, environmental variance of the phenotypic value is generated from two main sources: (i) the contributions of many loci on the phenotype; and (ii) nongenetic influences, including factors as statistical fluctuations due to sample size, temporal and spatial fluctuating background conditions and the interactions between the elements of (i) and (ii). In the accompanying paper we have investigated a number of models of artifical selection (culling) schemes involving two loci and various kinds of phenotypicgenotypic associations. It was essential in the analysis of the two and multi locus models to understand well the workings in the one-locus analogs.
It can be argued that in the presence of no noise disturbances, application of progeny testing quickly identifies the preferred genotype and thereby the artificial selection program requires no elaborate study. But it may not always be feasible or desirable to do progeny testing because of economic considerations and other technical reasons. It might also be more practical to perform as little culling as possible. The analytic findings of this work may be useful in assessing the gains for a specified degree of culling.
It is worth underscoring at this point several of the limitations of our studies. We did not consider the possibilities of distinct culling rates in the two sexes. We did not examine the effects of mixed mating systems. Alternative representations of natural selection, like differential fertilities and segregation biases, were not dealt with. Also environmental influences and the sampling or statistical perturbations engendered as a result of finite (or small) population size often bear important effects. We hope to treat a number of these and other factors in our future investigations.
CULLING WITH DOMINANT AND RECESSIVE TRAITS
Two phenotypes aa and a (A = Aa and AA) are recognized.
Model I: Culling in Favor of 2 (the Dominant Type)
In symbols a > aa. Suppose the culling fraction is c. Artificial selection is done according to the following rules. First, all "aa" individuals are removed up to a fraction c of the population. If the proportion of the "aa" type does not exceed c all "aa" are eliminated and the complimentary proportion among the 2i types are removed. Thus, always a fraction c of the whole population is culled.
Natural selection pressures of three kinds are relevant and formally listed as:
The next specification refers to the mating system and the timing of culling (young as against adult stages).
Case A: Random Mating, Culling on Young Following the standard notation we write for the gametic frequency array in the nth generation p,A + (1 -p,)a. Th e relative frequencies of the three genotypes, taking account of the order and magnitudes of the selection forces are shown in Table II .
With mendelian segregation the frequency p,,, of A in the (n + 1)th generation corresponding to the different culling stages is derived standardly from the information in Table II: I
(1 -4P7l
where (1 -9,)" > c l/(2 -Pn), where (1 -p,)2 < c. 
Notice that the proper transformation relations depend on the comparison of the frequency of the au genotype and the prescribed level of culling.
Results of Case A: random mating, culling on young. This case differs from the previous one in the time of culling. Now, the effective order of artificial and the natural selection forces are reversed. Culling is performed on mature individuals following the effects of viability selection (see Table III ). 
The recurrence relations are
(1 -4Pn where (1 -Pn)"
where 
always algebraic
Case C: Assortative Mating, Culling on Young
We assume that the traits artificially selected for, are connected with strong tendencies for complete assortative mating or that assortative mating is imposed by the breeder as may be expeditious or desirable in certain cases of plant and animal populations.
We trace the development of the female population and assume, as is commonly the case, that all females find suitable mates. The sex ratio is taken to be 1 : 1.
Consider the genotypes AA, Au, au (A dominant) with frequencies in the nth generation u, , v, , w, , respectively. When the prohibitions of assortative mating are operating, it is automatic that each mate of an au individual is of the same genotype so that the frequency of the au x au mating type is w, . Therefore the frequency of the matings among the dominant phenotypes is 1 -w, = u, + V~ . The frequencies of the mating types are for AA x AA, u,~/(u, + v,) and for that of AA x Au, 2u,v,/(u, + vJ, etc.
Taking selection into account we obtain the following transformation equations. Provided w, > c, we have where IV = 1 -s + ~(1 -p, -wJ2/(1 -w,J2.
Results of Case C (ussortutive muting, culling on young). Model I: Some Implications and Interpretations 1. For dominant traits, artificial and natural selection forces, even when pulling in opposite directions, cannot maintain a stable polymorphism. Independent of the mating system and age of culling the population process always evolves to fixation and which fixation (i.e., whether A or a is fixed) depends on the initial population composition. The approach to the pure recessive state takes place at a geometric rate, while convergence to the dominant state occurs slowly at an algebraic rate. This conclusion appears to be part of a general pattern in the evolution of dominant traits.
2. Deterioration to the undesired phenotype is possible for certain initial states provided the natural selection force is sufficiently compelling compared to the degree of culling. On the other hand, a sufficiently strong artificial selection regime always overcomes the opposing effect of natural selection. Thus, where c > S, the desired phenotype is established.
3. A change of c to c + SC in the culling rate enlarges the domain of attraction to the desired phenotype by ((~/~s)(s/c)~/~ 6~. The same small change slows down the rate of convergence to the pure recessive state by [( 1 -s)/( 1 -c)"] SC.
4. The mating system does not appear to be a determining factor, yielding no qualitative alterations in the nature of the conclusions. Quantitatively, assortative mating compared to random mating slightly speeds the rate of fixation to the desired type.
5. Whether culling is performed on the young or adults, i.e., before or after natural selection operates, only influences the size of the domain of attraction to the desired type.
A change of c to c + 6c in the culling rate when performed on adults enlarges the domain of attraction to the favored phenotypic value by
It is a general finding (perhaps intuitive) that culling performed on adults rather than on the young is more "advantageous" in achieving the objectives of the artifical selection policy. However, there may be situations of practical consequence involving other considerations where culling at an early stage is more expeditious. We do not know whether the same conclusion applies with selection expressed through differential fertility.
Model II: Culling in Favor of the Dominant Phenotype with Natural Selection Manifesting Hete-rozygote Advantage
In this model we attempt to evaluate the consequences of culling in favor of a dominant character, but where natural selection favors the heterozygote. This may reflect a situation of pleiotropy of the trait unrelated to the aims of the breeder. Explicitly, we suppose the population surviving culling is subject to viability selection of the form given in (2.1), (iii), and culling favors A. Under random mating, culling on the young coupled with the effects of natural selection in the form of overdominance (heterozygote advantage) always leads to a pZateau, i.e., a stable polymorphic equilibrium. Actually, we have uncovered two types of stable equilibria jr and p" of which only $r depends on the culling rate c. It is possible to reach the "higher plateau" either by increasing c (above &1-8> possibly at some economic cost or altering the initial conditions so as to introduce more of the allele A.
Observe from the diagram that the range of parameters where two plateaus occur involves quite small culling rates and a small range of selection values.
An increase of c to c + 6c in the culling range enlarges the domain of attraction to p" by a magnitude of (l/u)(u/(~ -SC))~/~ SC.
Results of Model II, Case B (assortative mating, culling on young). (I By changing the mating system from random to assortative mating, assuming heterozygote advantage we still maintain a polymorphic stable situation. However, now the frequency of the dominant phenotype at equilibria in the presence of assortative mating always exceeds the corresponding frequency 1 in the case of random mating and is achieved with a diminished degree of culling. Comparing these results with those of Case A-Model I we see that an increase of the undesired kind is feasible under certain initial conditions. The rate of deterioration is algebraic, i.e., much slower in this case.
CULLING WITH THREE PHENOTYPES
Model IV: Culling on Young, in Favor of the Heterozygote Consider a case where all three genotypes are distinguishable. The phenotypic values have the preferred ordering aa < AA < Aa. Thus, depending on the genotypic frequency composition, the artificial selection program is implemented in three settings: (i) only aa's are culled; (ii) all aa's and some AA's are culled; and (iii) all homozygotes are eliminated.
The surviving individuals are stipulated to mate at random. We will consider for random mating two viability patterns (Cases A and C).
Case A.
Heterozygote disadvantage, i.e., the viability pattern is:
AA
Aa aa 1 l--s 1 (0 <s < 1)
Without the effect of natural selection (s = 0) but where culling is implemented, the existence of a unique polymorphic equilibrium was demonstrated first by Pollack (1966) . On the other hand, it is a known fact that subject to heterozygote disadvantage selection alone, reflected by the fitness regime 1, 1 -s, 1 for AA, Aa and aa, respectively, the population evolves to fixation of one of the pure homozygote states aa or AA according as p, < Q or p, > 4, respectively. The situation in which both artificial and natural selection forces are operating is more complex, and the outcomes are decisively influenced by the relative magnitudes of s and c and the nature of the initial composition of the population.
The following more specific results are obtained (see Figs. 2 and 3 ).
1. In case s > c (Case I), natural selection overcomes the effects of culling and fixation to one of the pure homozygotes AA or aa will occur according as p, > (<)$. Notice that always $ < 4, thus culling enlarges the domain of attraction to A compared to viability selection alone and further speeds its rate of establishment by a factor l/(1 -c). A change of c to c + SC in the culling rate c enlarges the domain of attraction to fixation of A by approximately [(1/4(s/(s + sc>>1'21 SC. 2. In the complementary situation, s > c (Cases II, IV), three possible outcomes are manifested where fixation of a pure form or a stable polymorphic equilibria state (j$ or p* = 4 corresponding to c < $ or c > 4) ensues depending on the initial composition of the populations (consult also paragraph 4). The domains of attraction to the pure forms are determined in both cases by $a and 4.
3. For the cases, with s < c (Cases III, V) we obtain qualitatively the same outcomes as with culling alone, i.e., a stable polymorphic equilibrium. Notice as expected from the offsetting effect of natural selection, that the A gene frequency at the equilibrium Jr exceeds 1 -c which is the equilibrium frequency in case s = 0 and c < &. Where c > + (Case V) and s < c the goal of artificial selection is attained.
4. Concerning the evolution of the process in time, the two following striking phenomena were discovered.
(a) Nonmonotonicity in the convergence to a polymorphic equilibrium. It is possible from certain initial frequencies commencing in the first culling stage that the p value, for a while, increases until the second culling stage is attained and afterwards the A frequency decreases over successive generations toward a polymorphic equilibrium. This phenomenon is exhibited only in circumstances of large s values, i.e., for near lethality of the heterozygote (consult Figs. 2 and 3 ).
(b) Disconnectedness in the domain of attraction to fixation of the "AA" genotypes can arise as depicted in the line diagrams of Cases II and IV. Thus for certain ranges of the selection and culling parameters there will exist two noncontiguous intervals of initial frequencies, specifically (yl , 1 -$a) and ($a, l), both leading to fixation of the "AA" state. Such phenomenon are manifested only for near lethality of the heterozygote genotype. This is the first population genetics model we know of where the domain of attraction to a given equilibrium consists of two or more disconnected regions.
Model IV: Cases B and B'
We now summarize in pictorial form (Figs. 4 and 5 ) the consequence of culling with three phenotypes for the mating system of selfing instead of random mating. The culling incline favors the heterozygote and the viability pattern is that of heterozygote disadvantage. We consider two models according as whether culling is done on the infant (Case B) or adult (Case B') stage. The main conclusions to be drawn in cases B, B' are:
(1) Selfing overcomes the effects of culling as long as the degree of culling c is smaller than + or l/(2 -s) according as to whether the culling is done on the young or adult stage. (2) Natural diversifying selection with s > 0 slows down the rate to fixation compared to the case of no selection differences. Remarks on Findings 1. For s = 0, i.e., no natural selection differences, culling alone produces a polymorphism withj = 4. The equilibrium is attained for c < Q at a geometric rate )I = (1 -2c)/(l -c) and immediately in one generation when c > 4.
2. In the case c < s < 2c the approach to fixation is geometric with rate h = (1 -s)/(l -c).
3. Where s < c, then independent of the initial condition, p, -+ $. The convergence is at a geometric rate h = (1 -2c)/( 1 -c -(s/2)). Note that natural selection slows the rate of convergence.
4. Where 2c < s, the population evolves to a pure homozygote state AA or aa, respectively, depending on the initial conditions. The approach to fixation is geometrically fast at the rate A = (1 -s)/(l -c). 5. By increasing the culling order by an amount s -c or changing the initial conditions prior to the culling procedure the contravening effect of viability selection can be overcome.
Model V, Case B: Culling with Many Alleles
The previous model is generalized to a case of T alleles where all heterozygotes have identical phenotypic expressions and the same for all homozygotes. Homozygote genotypes in a symmetric manner are culled first where a fraction c is removed. Culling is performed on the young, and random mating prevails. Viabilities of value 1 are attributed to homozygote genotypes compared to viability u (G < 1) on the heterozygotes.
With the above formulations and assumptions, employing the notation pi to denote the Ai gamete frequency in the current generation the recursion relations connecting gene frequencies over successive generations are: Results and Summary of Findings for the Multiallele Case 1. For u = 1 (i.e., no viability differences) there is global convergence at a geometric rate to the symmetrical point ji = I/r, i = 1,2,..., r. It is attained when c < 1 /r at the geometric rate (1 -2c)/( I -c) and when c > 1 /r at the geometric rate (r -2)/(r -1). Th us with an increasing number of alternative alleles, the rates of convergence are significantly diminished.
2. If c < 1 -CT < rc, there exist an invariant r-dimensional sphere (T = c/(1 -u)) o unstable equilibrium points whose center lies at (I/r, f I/r,..., l/r), The surface T = Cb, [ piI = c/(1 -u) delineates the domains of attraction such that from all initial frequency arrays satisfying T(O) < c/( 1 -U) we will have convergence to (l/r, l/r,..., l/r) and where T(O) > c/( 1 -u) holds, then convergence occurs to a pure homozygote state. The allele which fixes is that one which has the maximal frequency in the initial generation.
3. If 1 -u < c. Global convergence to (l/r,..., I/r) occurs. 4. If rc < 1 -u, ultimately fixation of an appropriate allele occurs as described in paragraph 2.
Model VI: Centrifugal Culling Favoring Homozygotes in a Symmetrical
Manner; Natural Selection in the Form of Heteroxygote Advantage
We consider the opposite situation to that described in Model V, where culling is taken to favor the homozygote genotypes while natural selection i=l Results and Summary of Findings 1. For u = 1, i.e., with no viability selection differences, convergence occurs to a pure homozygous state. The allele which fixes is that one which manifests initially the maximal frequency.
2. If c < (C -l)(r -l)/ur there exist an invariant r-dimensional sphere C6rpi2 = (u( 1 -c) -l)/(cr -1) of unstable equilibria. The surface determines the domain of attraction such that, for all initial frequency states where 7'(O) < (~(1 -c) -l)/(o -l), convergence to (I/Y, l/r,..., l/r) occurs at a geometric rate equal to x= f(l-~)+o(l-&c)(l-;)
convergence to a pure homozygote state occurs. 3. If c > (u -l)(r -l)/or th en always one of the alleles is fixed, and which, depends on initial conditions.
As expected all results obtained in Model VI are complementary to those of Model V. These models provide, besides the manifestation of interaction between the two selection forces, exact orders of magnitude for the culling rates necessary to overcome the opposing effect of viability selection.
SELECTION ADVANCE AND HERITABILITY CHANGES

A. How Selection by Culling Can E@ect the Mean Phenotypic Advance
Following a standard notation we assume for the trait under selection that the average genotypic values of AA and aa are a, and a2 units, respectively, and that of the heterozygote a = a, + a2 . (We may take a, and a2 as positive.) Let h = a,/(a, + a2). Then the mean genotypic values can be expressed in terms of a and ~5 as follows. This value is maximized in the case of complete dominance for p = 1 and in the case of overdominance for p = j?. Thus in Model IV if i differs from the gene frequency at equilibrium, the population does not exhibit its maximum mean genotypic value at equilibrium. Actually it is possible for p(p) to decline during selection, in spite of the fact that in each generation only individuals having high genotypic values are specified to reproduce. In contrast, for Model I the mean genotypic value always increases, even if fixation of the undesired type transpires. In Model II the maximum "selection advance", i.e., change in the mean genotypic value, is attained at the "higher plateau", emphasizing the importance of determining the necessary relations between selection parameters and initial conditions where further artificial selection implementation will ensure "selection advance."
B. Realized Heritability as a Function of Culling Rates and Fitness Parameters:
The difference between the mean phenotypic value of a character in a population and in the parents selected from is commonly referred to as the selection differential; that between the population mean and the mean of the next generation is called the selection advance. The ratio of selection advance to selection differential is defined as the realized heritability (Falconer (1960) and earlier). We evaluate these quantities where culling directs in favor of the dominant phenotype assuming phenotypic values zero and one for dominants and recessives, respectively. In Model I, Case A, if (1 -p)" > c the selection differential is 42 -p)/( 1 -c) and the decrease in the frequency of recessive is from (1 -p)" to which is manifestly not independent of c and s. Moreover, this quantity decreases as c increases but is increasing as a function of the fitness coefficient s. These facts fit intuition. The opposing forces of natural selection create high amounts of genetic variability in spite of the fact that culling operates to diminish it. In the later stages of culling for a dominant, when c 3 (1 -p)" so that all recessive phenotypes are eliminated by culling, the selective differential is (1 -p)" and the selective advance (1 -p)" (3 -p)/(2 -p)". Thus the realized heritability is (1 -p)(3 -p)/(2 -p)" or 1 -(2 -p)-", which is exceptionally small for p close to unity (see Haldane (1961) for comparison of the results). In Model II, Case A, where natural selection expresses heterozygote advantage, then in the first culling stage where (1 -p)" > c, "realized heritability" as a function of the fitness parameters U, depends on the A gene frequency p and the culling rate c. It is then easy to show that heritability increases as a function of o as long as p < (1 -c)/2 and decreases for p > (1 -c)/2. In the later culling stages heritability decreases as a function of both the culling and fitness parameters. Again, sensitivity to the initial composition of the population is revealed in the amount of genetic variation expressed in the first culling step.
DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY
There are a number of traits controlled principally by a single gene on which artificial selection procedures are implemented (e.g., disease resistance in certain plant populations, color patterns, etc.). A number of other specific examples are cited in the introductory section following Table I . We have attempted quantitatively through a series of models to gain insights into the interaction between the usually antagonistic tendencies of artificial and natural selection, the influence of the imposed or inherent mating system, the relevance of timing in applications of the selection forces, the importance of multiallelic and dominance relations, etc.
We summarize some of the robust conclusions, implications and interpretations.
I. Selection for a Dominant or Recessive Trait (a) Sensitivity of outcomes to initial conditions. We assume that natural selection is expressed only through the phenotype and acts in the opposite direction to the culling incline. Then fixation of the dominant or recessive type can be achieved and which occurs depends critically on the initial composition of the population and the magnitude of the degree of culling compared to the selection coefficients. In particular, deterioration (fixation of the inferior phenotype) of the population may happen even if culling favors the dominant (see Model I), provided the initial population composition is mostly recessive. Such undesirable outcomes can only be overcome by devices as hybridization (which effectively means altering the initial population makeup to include sufficiently many of the dominant type) or by substantially increasing the culling rate and possibly changing the mating system. The formal analysis of this paper to an extent provides a means for appraising the costs of such changes in the selection programs (see the discussion of Model I in Section 2 for more on this point).
(b) The manifestation of plateaus.
In contrast to the preceding, if the natural selection regime is that of heterozygote advantage, then for all specifications of the selection parameter, a "plateau " is established, meaning that a stable polymorphism is attained. Natural selection exercises a predominant effect overriding any degree of artificial selection so that even with severe culling, fixation of the desirable allele cannot be totally achieved.
(c) The possibility of two plateaus (Model II). Model II highlights the phenomenon that, in certain cases of natural selection favoring the heterozygote and culling favoring the dominant phenotype, two stable plateaus can occur. Inspection of the diagram from Model II, Case A, shows that the range of parameter values yielding two plateaus is quite small. In order to pass from the lower to the higher plateau (that with a larger phenotypic value) the frequency of the A allele must be raised to a minimal threshold level and then the culling implemented at the appropriate rate. If a minimal phenotypic level is not available then even some deterioration in the phenotypic level is conceivable and indeed occurs. For traits associated with more than one locus, a number of plateaus (exceeding two) can exist (see the companion paper by Karlin and Carmelli). An interesting and revealing example is the case where natural selection has both homozygotes more fit than the heterozygote. The background for this possibility is indicated in Section 1. Three possible stable states, viz, fixation in either homozygote and a stable polymorphism can now occur. Thus, for certain culling rates, fitness coefficients and initial conditions, the phenotypic level could deteriorate, full fixation of the desired allele could be achieved, or a stable plateau reached. The artifical selection scheme does create some spurious excess of heterozygotes which should be recognized in interpolating the data.
2. Evolution of the process in time. Two surprising phenomena were observed for some specific ranges of selection and culling parameters: (i) Nonmonotonic changes in the A-allele frequency values in the process of convergence to a polymorphic equilibrium; and (ii) the existence of two noncontiguous domains of attraction to the pure "AA" state. The delicate influence of the nature of the initial composition of the population is thereby underscored not only in the final states that are attained, but also reflected in the behavior pattern of the process in time. These findings suggest new diagnostic tools for discerning the relative influence of the forces involved, by studying the changes in time, as well as observing the stationary configuration of gene frequencies.
III.
Culling for (OT Opposite) to Homozygotes (Centrijiigal and Centripetal Culling)
The models V and VI treat all homozygotes and all heterozygotes symmetrically both with respect to the effects of natural selection and the culling procedure.
Again in the situation of opposing artificial and natural selection forces, we can obtain circumstances with deterioration, total improvement and a plateau.
When no dominance relations are present then neither the natural selection nor artificial selection force have overwhelming effect on the evolution and ultimate determination of the process. In other words the selection and culling parameters have equivalent strength contrasting sharply with the case of phenotypic dominance where heterozygote advantage maintains a plateau independent of the degree of culling.
IV. The Number of Alleles
Increasing the number of competing alleles slows the process in the attainment of its ultimate state. The allele with maximum initial frequency has an advantage and generally initial conditions are decisive. In most other respects the qualitative conclusions are similar to that of two alleles. These results bear on multiloci tight linkage traits.
V. The Importance of the Timing of the Culling Operation
The timing of culling (whether done at the young or adult stages) apparently affects only the speed of the evolving process and not the qualitative character of the ultimate state. For the breeder, the artificial selection performed on adults yield more quickly the preferred phenotype with increased likelihood. This is probably simply explained by the fact that the effect attributable to natural selection have accrued by the adult stage so that artificial selection then imposed acts more definitively.
VI. The Importance of the Mating Process
The mating process as assortative vis-a-vis random mating tends to produce, as expected, more situations of fixation. The undesirable fixation can only be overcome by more extreme culling practices and/or the presence of severe natural selection effects.
VII. Estimating Natural Selection Parameters by Adjustments in the Artificial Selection Program
The precise analytic evaluation of the consequence of artificial versus natural selection effects acting on a population suggests a method for estimating the natural selection parameters by exercising different controls (e.g., different degrees of culling) on the process and observing the ultimate state or by computing the rate of approach to this state. Similar estimating procedures are appropriate for estimating recombination rates in corresponding multiloci models (consult the following paper).
The precise findings have interest since they provide estimates of marginal costs (of one unit increase in culling) compared to the utility value (i.e., the extent of rise of average phenotypic level) can be calculated. In this vein, see the discussion of Model I.
